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Abstract: Music and speech detection provides us valuable information regarding the nature of
content in broadcast audio. It helps detect acoustic regions that contain speech, voice over music,
only music, or silence. In recent years, there have been developments in machine learning algorithms
to accomplish this task. However, broadcast audio is generally well-mixed and copyrighted, which
makes it challenging to share across research groups. In this study, we address the challenges
encountered in automatically synthesising data that resembles a radio broadcast. Firstly, we compare
state-of-the-art neural network architectures such as CNN, GRU, LSTM, TCN, and CRNN. Later, we
investigate how audio ducking of background music impacts the precision and recall of the machine
learning algorithm. Thirdly, we examine how the quantity of synthetic training data impacts the
results. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of synthesised, real-world, and combined approaches
for training models, to understand if the synthetic data presents any additional value. Amongst the
network architectures, CRNN was the best performing network. Results also show that the minimum
level of audio ducking preferred by the machine learning algorithm was similar to that of human
listeners. After testing our model on in-house and public datasets, we observe that our proposed
synthesis technique outperforms real-world data in some cases and serves as a promising alternative.
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1. Introduction
Audio segmentation is an event-detection task that identifies audio events and their
respective boundaries. It divides an audio signal into sections based on the composite
acoustic classes such as speech, singing voice, and environmental sounds. Segmentation
of audio helps us develop metadata regarding its content, which often serves as a preprocessing step for a bigger task like speech and lyrics transcription, content recognition,
and indexing. Audio segmentation of radio and television programmes has been highly
relevant in the literature to detect sections of speech, music, or both [1].
High regions of acoustic change can be either detected by using a distance-metric or
modelled as a supervised learning task [2]. Distance-based segmentation directly detects
regions of high acoustic changes in an unsupervised way. A distance metric such as
Euclidean distance [3], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [4], or generalized likelihood
ratio (GLR) [5] is computed to detect peaks of acoustic change. These peaks are associated
with the transition from one acoustic class to another.
Segmentation-by-classification is a supervised learning method that divides audio
into small frames, typically in the range of 10 to 25 ms. These audio frames are individually
classified as music or speech and thus detect the boundaries of audio events. This technique
has gained popularity after deep learning was investigated for audio segmentation.
Many studies have explored novel algorithms and neural network architectures to
improve the performance of audio segmentation. However, there has been less focus on
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the availability of data to train these machine learning models. There are many openly
available datasets that contain separate audio files of music and speech. For example,
LibriSpeech contains a vast number of speech examples and GTZAN genre recognition
dataset has many music examples. However, broadcast audio is well-mixed by engineers
and it contains speech over background music or gradual fade in and fade out of music.
Over the years, researchers have trained their models on broadcast audio and unfortunately
cannot share their datasets due to copyright issues [6–8]. This hinders the reproducibility
of research.
Among datasets for audio segmentation, MuSpeak [9] was an example dataset provided by the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) 2018 music
and speech detection competition (https://music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2018:Music_and/or_
Speech_Detection, accessed on 26 February 2021). It is an openly available dataset that
contains approximately 5 h of broadcast audio with annotations of music and speech. Moreover, a dataset called Open Broadcast Media Audio from TV (OpenBMAT) [10] comprises
27.4 h of audio, with annotations for the relative loudness of music, but not speech. To
train models for segmentation, in-house datasets are generally annotated by authors or
outsourced to annotators. For instance, Schlüter et al. [6] paid students to annotate 42 h of
radio broadcast. OpenBMAT was cross-annotated by three individuals.
Annotating broadcast audio takes up a lot of time. The annotator needs to precisely
detect transition points, silences between speech, and music smoothly fading in and
out. Therefore, annotating an hour of audio usually ends up taking four to five hours.
For example, each annotator of OpenBMAT took approximately 130 h [10]. Furthermore,
the presence of background music at very low volumes becomes a subjective task with
differences amongst annotators. Hence, audio is annotated by multiple individuals, making
the process expensive and laborious.
In this paper, we investigate the challenges involved in automatically mixing audio
content that would resemble radio data. The speech and music files used by the data
synthesis procedure are restricted to openly available datasets to encourage reproducibility.
We replicate the process of a mixing engineer by investigating fade curves and audio
ducking. The literature comprises many mixing principles adopted by radio stations,
such as sufficient loudness difference between speech and background music to make the
speech intelligible. We evaluate and implement these mixing principles and choose optimal
parameters for our data synthesis algorithm.
Our initial findings using this data synthesis procedure was accepted as a conference
paper in IEEE ICASSP [11]. However, the novel contributions of this journal paper are:
(1) compare state-of-the-art neural network architectures for audio segmentation, (2) investigate how the loudness difference between speech and background music influences
the performance of segmentation, (3) examine how the size of the training set improves
performance (4) compare real-world training sets and synthetic training sets. The implementation, code, and pretrained models associated with this study is openly available in
this GitHub repository (https://github.com/satvik-venkatesh/train-synth-audio-seg/,
accessed on 26 February 2021).
Paper Structure
Section 2 explains the procedure to artificially synthesise radio data. In Section 3,
we present the methods that are common to all experiments. We conduct four different
experiments in Sections 4–7. For clarity, we explain the experimental set-up and results
for each experiment within the section itself. Section 4 compares state-of-the-art neural
network architectures. Subsequently, in Section 5, we investigate the effect of loudness
difference between speech and background music. Section 6 evaluates how the size of
the synthetic training set impacts performance. Finally, in Section 7, we compare machine
learning models trained on synthetic and real-world data.
Please note that the results presented in Sections 4–6 were on both our validation set
and test set. We present the results on the validation set because we are optimising model
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settings and fine-tuning parameters for data synthesis. All our decisions were informed by
only the validation set because we did not want to influence the test results of the main
experiment in Section 7. However, for Sections 4–6, we also present the results on the
test set to ensure that we are not overfitting the validation set. The results for the final
experiment in Section 7 were only on the test set, which demonstrates the robustness of
our data synthesis procedure.
2. Data Synthesis
2.1. Synthetic Examples
We considered four combinations of audio classes which commonly occur in radio
programmes—speech, music, speech over music, or other. Another common feature in
radio programmes is the smooth transition from one audio class to another. We synthesised
audio examples with a fixed duration of 8 s. We felt that 8 s was long enough to clearly
identify the audio class and capture transitions that might occur between one audio class to
another. For clarity, we categorised the examples into two types—(1) Multi-class examples
and (2) Multi-label examples. The former focuses on audio where either music, speech, or
noise can occur. There is no simultaneous occurrence of two acoustic classes. In multi-label
examples, we specifically focus on audio with speech over background music.
2.2. Audio Transitions
We observed two types of transition, which we termed as (1) normal fade transition
and (2) cross-fade transition. In the former, an audio class fades out, followed a period of
silence, and then a new acoustic class fades in. An example of this transition is when a
Radio DJ introduces a song, followed by short gap, and then the song starts playing. In
a cross-fade, a new acoustic class fades in while the old one is fading out. For instance,
one song smoothly cross-fading into another song. Figure 1 illustrates the two types of
audio transitions.
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Figure 1. Two types of audio transitions in multi-class examples.

Each synthetic example can either have no transitions or at the most one transition.
Hence, for a multi-class example, if there are no audio transitions, there are three possible
occurrences—music, speech, or noise. If there is one transition, there are nine possible
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permutations between the classes. Note that we also included repetitions of the same
audio class. For example, in an interview, two different voices occur with a pause. In radio
broadcast, noise examples are less likely to occur when compared to speech and music.
Therefore, the probability of music, speech, and noise was set to be 0.4, 0.4, and 0.2
respectively.
For multi-label examples, as shown in Figure 2, we performed audio ducking of background music, which is a common practice in broadcast audio. This process is explained
in Section 2.6. If there are no audio transitions, there is only one possible combination—
music+speech. If there is one audio transition, the possible permutations are given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Music+speech to music: Initially, audio ducking is performed on the music and the
volume is increased after the speech stops.
Music+speech to speech: The background music fades out at the transition point.
Music to music+speech: Initially, music is being played and ducking is performed
when the speech starts.
Speech to music+speech: Music fades in at the transition point.
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Figure 2. An illustration of audio ducking while synthesising multi-label examples.

2.3. Time-Related Variables
In real-world radio data, many parameters are generally defined by the mixing engineer. For example, duration of the fade curve and time-stamp of the audio transition.
For our artificial data synthesis, we randomised these parameters to obtain a variety of
synthetic examples. All random sampling was done using uniform distributions within
specified ranges.
Within the duration of an 8 s example, the time-stamp of an audio transition is
randomised within the range of 1.5 s to 6.5 s. Subsequently, a fade duration is randomised
within a range that is feasible. For example, if the time-stamp of transition is at 5 s, the
minimum fade out duration could be 0 s (which is no fade out) and a maximum of 3 s. This
technique helps us render very quick as well as gradual audio transitions.
2.4. Fade Curves
When rendering an audio transition, mixing engineers can adopt a variety of fade
curves. We considered the four most popular fade curves [12]—linear, exponential convex,
exponential concave, and s-curve. Figure 3 shows the different types of fade curves.
For each audio transition, we randomly choose fade curves. For the exponential
convex, exponential concave, and s-curve, we need to define an exponent value. The
exponent value was randomly chosen between 1.5 to 3.0.
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Figure 3. The four types of fade curves present in audio transitions.

2.5. Sampling Audio Files
Audio files pertaining to each class are stored in separate folders. Initially, a template
of the synthetic audio examples is designed by specifying the list of audio classes, transition points, etc. Then, a random file belonging to the required audio class is selected.
Consequently, a random segment of the required duration is sampled within the audio file.
2.6. Audio Ducking
Audio ducking is the process of reducing one signal with respect to another. In
this case, we reduce the volume of background music with respect to speech, in order
to make speech more intelligible. Figure 2 shows an example of audio ducking in our
system. This is a common practice in broadcast audio. Different radio stations have varying
guidelines for mixing engineers to perform audio ducking. Torcoli et al. [13] conducted a
comprehensive analysis on the loudness difference (LD) between speech and background
music. Listeners from different backgrounds had varying preferences. On average, LDs
preferred by experts were 4 Loudness Units (LU) less than those preferred by nonexperts.
In addition, individuals belonging to older age groups preferred greater LDs to clearly
understand speech.
The literature does not provide us with an ideal value for LD. It depends on the mixing
engineer, target-audience, and nature of audio content. Many broadcasters recommend
a minimum of 7 to 10 LU for speech over music. Others, for instance, the UK Digital
Production Partnership, recommends a minimum LD of 4 LU [14].
Higher LDs cause the background music to become quieter. This leads to clearer
speech, but the music becomes less impactful. Again, this depends on the nature of audio
content. Depending on the programme, the LD could be as high as 23 LU [13]. Moreover,
OpenBMAT, a music-detection, contains audio files as low as −51 Loudness Units relative
to Full Scale (LUFS).
There are two ways to perform audio ducking—volume automation and side-chain
compression. We have adopted the former technique because it is relatively easier to
calculate LD values. Loudness of audio was calculated using the integrated loudness
metric by ITU BS.1770-4 [15]. During data synthesis, we calculate the loudness of the
speech segment. Subsequently, we adjust the gain of background music to the required LD.
In this study, we evaluate how the network trains over different ranges of LDs. Section 5
presents the methodology for these experiments.
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Figure 4 depicts an overview of the data synthesis procedure. Note that in cases where
audio ducking is performed, the network needs to predict the presence of both music and
speech. In addition, when an audio class is fading in or out, the entire fade curve is labelled
as 1. We do not consider power of the audio with respect to the mixture gain.
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Figure 4. A flow diagram depicting an overview of the data synthesis procedure.

Unless mentioned otherwise, the probabilities for all events were equally weighted.
For example, the chance of occurrences for multi-label and multi-class examples are 50%
each. Four fade curves were considered in the paper and thus, each fade curve has a
probability of 25%. Similarly, the probabilities for other events were calculated based on
the total possible number of occurrences.
3. Methods
3.1. Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
Audio was resampled to 22.05 kHz mono files. As we are performing segmentation-byclassification, silences in these audio files would be unrepresentative of the audio class, for
instance, pauses in speech. Therefore, we removed/shortened silences in the audio files by
using Sound eXchange (SoX) (http://sox.sourceforge.net/, accessed on 26 February 2021).
For our data synthesis to work smoothly, it is convenient to have audio files with a
minimum duration of 8 s. Music files in the IRMAS dataset are only 3 s long. In addition,
some speech examples in LibriSpeech and noise examples in MUSAN are shorter than 8 s.
Therefore, we looped these audio files multiple times to reach the required duration.
Studies have generally used Mel spectrograms or Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) as audio features [2,8]. We extracted 80 log-scale-Mel bands in the range of 64 Hz
to 8 kHz. The hop size and fast Fourier transform (FFT) size were set to 220 (10 ms) to 1024
(46 ms) respectively. Features were extracted using Librosa [16].
Audio segments were peak-normalised before passing them through the pipeline for
data synthesis. Finally, the whole audio file was peak-normalised after synthesis.
3.2. Datasets
3.2.1. Repository for Data Synthesis
To generate audio that resembles a radio broadcast, we aggregated a data repository
that contains audio files labelled as either music or speech. Please note that these files are
not mixed and contain only one acoustic class. Among the datasets popularly used for
music-speech detection, we included the MUSAN corpus [17], GTZAN music and speech
detection dataset [18], and the Scheirer and Slaney dataset [19]. After analysing errors
in early informal experiments, without having access to the test set, we observed that
speech was confused with wind instruments like flute. Hence, we included the Instrument
Recognition in Musical Audio Signals (IRMAS) dataset [20] that includes many examples
of wind instruments and GTZAN genre recognition [21] for additional music examples.
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It was also challenging for the network to differentiate between singing voice and
spoken voice. Therefore, we included a part of the LibriSpeech corpus [22], which serves as
a good collection of speech examples. In addition, vocal sections without musical accompaniment is harder to identify. Thus, we included the Singing Voice Audio Dataset [23]
which contains unaccompanied vocals.
To enable the network to identify task-irrelevant data, we added noise examples from
MUSAN corpus. This included environmental sounds, unintelligible speech, and sound
effects, to name but a few. The total number of unique audio files for music, speech, and
noise was 6876, 6885, and 665 respectively.
3.2.2. Real-World Radio Data
The MuSpeak dataset contains seven audio files and has a total length of approximately 5 h. Two, three, and two audio files were used for training, validation, and testing
respectively. We did not split the audio files to prevent the risk of having similar content
across different dataset splits.
We also collected 18 h of radio broadcast from BBC Radio Devon. We annotated the
audio files for the presence of music and speech. For convenience, we split the audio into
files of 1 h. We created an approximate split of 50-30-20% for training, validation, and
testing respectively. As we are working with radio data, there are occasional repetitions
of audio segments such as jingles. Extra care was taken to minimise repetition across the
different dataset splits.
Three hours of our annotations on the BBC data were verified by an external audio
mixing engineer. He was paid for his time and was not involved in the research. Additionally, a random section of 15 min was blind-annotated by him independently. We found an
agreement of 99.49% with our annotations by using 10ms segment verifications. This was
done to ensure that audio events were similarly perceived by different people.
In this paper, we investigate the use of artificially synthesised data as training sets.
In Section 7, we compare the model’s performance on different training sets—for instance,
synthetic data versus real-world data. In all cases, we used only real-world data for
validation and testing.
We also tested our models on the MIREX music and speech detection competition
dataset. This helps us understand how our models generalise to data from other distributions. This dataset contains 27 h of audio from various TV programmes.
3.3. Postprocessing and Evaluation
The neural network was designed to make predictions over 8 s audio. During testing,
for files that were longer than 8 s, we traversed the audio with a window size of 8 s and
a hop size of 6 s. Within each 8 s-window, we discarded the predictions for the first and
last second of audio, because the border-predictions might unreliable. This method was
adopted from the paper by Gimeno et al. [8]. Suppose the audio was less than 8 s long; the
signal was right padded with zeros to obtain the required duration.
The predictions made by machine learning models are generally passed through
a postprocessing or smoothing stage. This is done to eliminate spurious audio events.
The literature has two popular techniques—median filtering [6,8] or setting thresholds for
minimum durations of audio events [7]. We adopted the latter approach. The minimum
durations for speech and music were 0.8 s and 3.4 s respectively. The maximum silences
between speech and music events were 0.8 s. These values were adapted from the study by
Lemaire et al. [7] and were manually adjusted to suit our in-house dataset.
We evaluated our segmentation models using the sed_eval toolbox [24], which has
been popularly adopted by the literature [7,25,26]. Segment-level evaluation was performed with a segment size of 10 ms. All experimental results in this paper were presented
after smoothing the predictions made by the machine learning models.
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4. Experiment I: Comparison of Neural Network Architectures
4.1. Experimental Set-Up
Recently, many studies have adopted deep learning for audio segmentation and classification. State-of-the-art architectures include Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [27–29],
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (B-LSTM) [8], Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit
(B-GRU) [30], Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) [25,31,32], and Temporal
Convolutional Neural Network (TCN) [7]. CRNN and TCN generally outperform the other
architectures because they take advantage of both convolutional and recurrent layers [7]. In
this paper, we compare state-of-the-art architectures to choose the best one for our task.
The training set used for hyperparameter tuning was a combination of real-world
data and artificially synthesised data, which was approximately 10 h and 23 h respectively.
The input layer for each neural network was 802 × 80 × 1, corresponding to 802 times
steps and 80 Mel bins. The output of each network had 802 × 2 neurons with sigmoid
activations. Two neurons performed a binary classification for speech and music separately
at each time step. Please note that the model performed multi-output detection, where the
occurrences of music and speech are mutually exclusive. All neural networks were trained
using the Adam optimiser [33] with a learning rate of 0.001. The loss function was binary
cross-entropy.
Techniques like batch normalization (BN) [34] and layer normalization (LN) [35] are
adopted to speed up the training process in neural networks. These methods also provide
the benefit producing a regularization effect. Ba et al. [35] showed that LN was more
effective than BN for recurrent architectures like LSTM and GRU. However, BN is more
effective for CNNs.
4.1.1. CNN
For the CNN, we passed the input through a set of 2D convolution layers. After each
convolution layer, we performed batch normalization, ReLU activation, and Max pooling.
Max pooling was performed only on the frequency axis in order to maintain the time
resolution of the network. After the convolution blocks, we had a set of fully connected
(FC) layers. Each FC layer was followed by dropout.
4.1.2. B-LSTM and B-GRU
We passed the input through a series of B-LSTM or B-GRU layers. All layers used
tanh activation functions. Initial tests showed that LN was considerably more effective
than BN for B-GRU and B-LSTM networks. In addition, we observed that a combination of
dropout and LN adversely affected the performance of the network. Hence, each recurrent
layer was followed by only LN and no dropout.
4.1.3. ncTCN
TCN is a family of architectures that perform 1D convolutions on sequential data.
They are known to perform better than B-LSTM and B-GRU architectures on a vast range of
tasks [36]. Lemaire et al. [7] proposed the noncausal TCN (ncTCN) for audio segmentation,
which passes the sequence forward and backward, similar to B-LSTM. The study also
showed that ncTCN was more effective than TCN for segmentation.
For our study, ncTCN was implemented by using this GitHub repository (https:
//github.com/philipperemy/keras-tcn, accessed on 26 February 2021). The input was
passed through a series of ncTCN layers. We did not observe difference in performance
between LN and BN. Hence, LN was applied after each layer to maintain uniformity with
B-LSTM and B-GRU.
4.1.4. CRNN
CRNN, as the name suggests, comprises a series of convolution layers followed by
recurrent layers. Similar to TCN, we did not observe a noticeable difference between LN
and BN and thus, used LN for the network. The input was passed through a set of 2D
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convolutions. Each convolution was followed by ReLU activation, Max pooling, and LN.
After the convolution blocks, we had a series of B-GRU layers, each of them followed
by LN.
4.1.5. Hyperparameter Tuning
For each network, hyperparameter tuning needs to be performed separately. To
present an unbiased comparison, we adopted an automatic hyperparameter method called
Hyperband [37]. The list of hyperparameters explored for each architecture can be found
in Table 1. For tuning, we set the maximum number of epochs to 10 and the Hyperband
factor to 3.
Table 1. The list of hyperparameters explored for each neural network architecture.
Architecture

Parameter

Range

Step Size

No. of Conv. layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of FC layers
No. of FC units
Dropout

1 to 4
3 to 15
{16, 32, 64, 128}
1 to 4
128 to 1024
0.0 to 0.5

1
2
1
128
0.05

B-LSTM & B-GRU

No. of layers
No. of hidden units

1 to 4
20 to 260

1
20

TCN

No. of layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of stacks
No. of dilations
Use skip connections

1 to 4
3 to 19
{16, 32}
1 to 10
{20 , 21 , . . . , 2N } N = 1 to 8
{True, False}

1
2
1
1
-

CRNN

No. of Conv. layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of GRU layers
No. of GRU Units

1 to 4
3 to 15
{16, 32, 64, 128}
1 to 4
20 to 160

1
2
1
20

CNN

During hyperparameter tuning, we set the batch size to 32 to fit large models in the
RAM. For each of the architectures, after an optimal network was chosen by Hyperband,
we trained the networks for an extended number of epochs. Early-stopping [38] with a
patience of 20 epochs was implemented during training and the model obtaining the lowest
validation error was selected. In addition, we decayed the learning rate by a factor of 0.84
after 10,000 weight updates.
4.2. Results
The parameters chosen by Hyperband can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. The list of hyperparameters chosen by Hyperband each neural network architecture.
Architecture

Parameter

Chosen Value

CNN

No. of Conv. layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of FC layers
No. of FC units
Dropout

3
{9, 11, 11}
{32, 128, 32}
4
{256, 384, 896, 384}
0.45

B-LSTM

No. of layers
No. of hidden units

3
{140, 160, 80}
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Table 2. Cont.
Architecture

Parameter

Chosen Value

B-GRU

No. of layers
No. of hidden units

3
{60, 140, 100}

TCN

No. of layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of stacks
No. of dilations
Use skip connections

3
{7, 13, 17}
{32, 16, 32}
{9, 5, 2}
N = {3, 7, 2}
{False, True, True}

CRNN

No. of Conv. layers
Kernel size
No. of filters
No. of GRU layers
No. of GRU Units

3
{3, 11, 11}
{128, 128, 16}
2
{80, 40}

Table 3 presents the results of different architectures on the validation and test set.
For the overall F-measure, the CRNN network evidently outperformed other models. It
also obtained the highest speech F-measure in both datasets. CNN obtained a high music
F-measure on the validation set and interestingly the highest F-measure on the test set.
However, its speech F-measure was poorer. Studies have explained that music tends to
have more stationary parts than speech [39]. Moreover, Jang et al. [40] adopted a CNN for
music detection in radio broadcast. Our results show that CNNs are excellent for music
detection but not for speech detection.
Table 3. The evaluation of different neural network architectures on the validation and test set.
CRNN-small is the simplified version of the CRNN model, which has less number of filters for each
convolutional layer. The bold values indicate the largest number in each column.

Architecture

Foverall

Validation
Fs

Fm

Foverall

Test
Fs

Fm

CNN
B-LSTM
B-GRU
ncTCN
CRNN
CRNN-small

95.87
96.55
96.24
96.56
97.39
97.21

94.75
97.02
96.86
97.18
97.75
97.39

96.78
96.19
95.75
96.09
97.12
97.07

95.23
95.85
96.11
95.9
96.37
96.46

89.62
92.41
93.16
91.99
94
93.64

97.72
97.3
97.37
97.55
97.37
97.65

There was not much difference between the B-LSTM and ncTCN architectures.
Bai et al. [36] had stated that TCNs perform better than recurrent architectures because
they exhibit longer effective memory. However, the examples in our training set have a
fixed duration of 8 s. It is probable that the longer memory of TCN was not advantageous
for our task.
Unlike TCN, the CRNN model also performs convolutions on the frequency axis,
which contributes to its better performance. During initial experiments, we also observed
2D convolutions were more effective than 1D convolutions.
The CRNN model that was selected by Hyperband had 2.4 million parameters. For
further experiments in this paper, the chosen model was unnecessarily large and was
beyond our computational budget. We reduced the number of filters from 128 to 64 in
the first two convolution layers. This reduced number of parameters to approximately
700 thousand and had a negligible impact on performance. Moreover, we increased the
batch size from 32 to 128 to speed up training. In addition, we updated the learning
rate schedule to decay by a factor of 0.84 after 2500 weight updates. The smaller model
is labelled as “CRNN-small” and the results are presented in Table 3. Furthermore, the
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smaller model obtained the highest overall F-measure on the test set. However, our decision
was informed only by the validation set.
5. Experiment II: Loudness Difference Selection
5.1. Experimental Set-Up
In this experiment, we used only synthetic data to train the neural network. For each
audio example with speech over background music, we need to select an LD between the
audio classes. This LD cannot be constant because the neural network will become biased
towards learning a specific LD. Therefore, we chose random LD values from a uniform
distribution. However, the literature does not provide us with a clear-cut range of LDs. For
our data synthesis procedure, we need to select an optimal maximum and minimum value
of LD.
First, we set the minimum value at 7 LU. The maximum value was varied from 18 to
54 LU with steps of 3 LU. We synthesised 5120 examples and trained the network over these
examples for each configuration. The choice of maximum LD is expected to only influence
the performance on music. The greater the LD, the lower the volume of background music
and vice versa. If the background music is sufficiently loud, we can precisely detect the
presence of music. However, if the background music becomes too low, it becomes harder
for the listener to precisely detect the presence of music. Hence, we analysed the precision,
recall, and F-measure of music. We repeated the experiment five times using different
random seeds. Regression analysis was performed on the observations using SPSS [41].
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to evaluate the level of significance.
Similarly, we set the maximum value at 21 LU and the minimum value was varied
from 19 to −8 LU with a step of −3 LU. The smaller the LD, the louder the background music is. Negative LDs stand for cases when the background music is louder than the speech.
Therefore, if the LD is too low or negative, we expect the precision of speech to be hindered.
This often occurs in advertisements and radio jingles, which have smaller LDs. Again, for
each configuration, we synthesised 5120 examples and trained the network over these examples. The minimum LD is expected to only influence the intelligibility of speech. Hence,
we analysed the precision, recall, and F-measure of speech. We repeated the experiment
five times. Regression analysis and ANOVA were performed on the observations.
5.2. Results
5.2.1. F-measure
F-measure is a metric that combines precision and recall by calculating their harmonic
mean [42]. Figure 5 presents a quadratic regression of how the F-measure of music changes
with maximum LD. The maxima for validation, test, and combined curves lie at 23, 27, and
24 LU respectively. The validation and test curves were significant (p < 0.001). However,
the combined curve that jointly plots validation and test observations was not significant
(p > 0.05). Therefore, our results suggest that the optimal value of maximum LD lies
somewhere between 23 and 27 LU.
Torcoli et al. [13] suggested that depending on the nature of broadcast content, the LD
can be as high as 23 LU, which has a reasonable overlap with our findings. However, we
did not find a single optimal value for maximum LD based on F-measure but a range of
values from 23 to 27 LU.
Figure 6 shows a regression analysis of how the F-measure of speech varies with
minimum LD. The maxima for validation, test, and combined curves lie at 8, 2, and 5 LU
respectively. The validation and test curves were significant (p < 0.0001). However, the
combined curve that jointly plots validation and test observations was not significant
(p > 0.05). Therefore, our results suggest that the optimal value of minimum LD lies
somewhere between 2 and 8 LU.
As explained in Section 2.6, many broadcasters recommend a minimum of 7 to 10 LU
for speech over music and some recommend a minimum LD of 4 LU [13,14]. Note that
these are only recommendations to make speech intelligible. However, there are cases
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where mixing engineers choose LDs close to zero or even negative LDs [13]. Therefore, in
order to maximise F-measure, our results suggest that the minimum LD should lie between
2 and 8 LU.

98
***

Music F-measure (%)

96
94

****

92

Val. curve
Test curve
Combined curve
Val. obs.
Test obs.

90
88
20
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40
Maximum LD (LU)

50

60

Figure 5. F-measure for different values of maximum loudness difference (LD). The minimum LD
was fixed at 7 LU. Validation observations (Val. obs.) and test obs. are the actual values obtained in
experiments. The val. and test curves were generated through quadratic curve fitting. The combined
curve aggregates the observations on val. and test set for quadratic curve fitting. The vertical dotted
lines in red indicate the maxima of the curves. ANOVA was performed on the observations and the
asterisks indicate the level of significance (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001).

Speech F-measure (%)
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Figure 6. F-measure for different values of minimum LD. The maximum LD was fixed at 21 LU.
Validation observations (Val. obs.) and test obs. are the actual values obtained in experiments. The
val. and test curves were generated through quadratic curve fitting. The combined curve aggregates
the observations on val. and test set for quadratic curve fitting. The vertical dotted lines in red
indicate the maxima of the curves. ANOVA was performed on the observations and the asterisks
indicate the level of significance (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001).

As the F-measures of combined curves were statistically insignificant, it may benefit
from further analysis. Are we overfitting the validation set? Or is there an optimal LD
for different datasets? To address the questions, we analysed precision and recall in the
following subsection.
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5.2.2. Precision and Recall
Figure 7a presents a regression analysis of how precision of music varies with maximum LD. A quadratic curve was fitted to the observations. All curves evidently demonstrate than precision decreases as the maximum LD increases (p < 0.0001). Therefore, if the
neural network was trained on examples that have very low volumes of background music,
the precision is hindered.
On the other hand, Figure 7b shows the relationship between recall of music and
maximum LD. Initially, recall increases as the LD increases. However, the maxima for the
validation, test, and combined curves lie approximately at 40 LU. This shows that the recall
does not increase beyond an LD of 40 LU. In other words, the background music becomes
too low to be perceived. Hence, we recommend that the maximum LD should never be
greater than 40 LU, even if the researcher desires a high recall.
98
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Music Precision (%)
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94

****

92
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88

Val. curve
Test curve
Combined curve
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Test obs.
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Maximum LD (LU)
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(a) Precision of music.
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Test obs.

90
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20
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Maximum LD (LU)

50
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(b) Recall of music. The vertical dotted lines in red indicate the maxima of
the curves.
Figure 7. Evaluation of different values for maximum LD. The minimum LD was fixed at 7 LU.
Validation observations (Val. obs.) and test obs. are the actual values obtained in experiments. The val.
and test curves were generated through quadratic curve fitting. The combined curve aggregates the
observations on val. and test set for quadratic curve fitting. ANOVA was performed on the observations
and the asterisks indicate the level of significance (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001).

Figure 8a shows a regression analysis of speech precision with regards to minimum
LD. Initially, as the minimum LD decreases, there is an increase in precision. The maxima
for all the curves lie at approximately 10 LU. Below 10 LU, there is a decrease in precision.
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This is an interesting observation because the same LD is preferred by human listeners [13].
Torcoli et al. [13] conducted a study on the LDs preferred by human listeners. Based on
the test results, they recommended a minimum of 10 LU between speech and background
music. Contrarily, many broadcasters use LDs less than 10 LU, which makes speech
intelligible [13]. It is noteworthy that machine learning models in this study also preferred
a minimum LD of 10 LU to maximise the precision of speech.

Val. curve
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Combined curve
Val. obs.
Test obs.
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Speech Precision (%)

96
94

****
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92
90
88
20
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5
0
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Speech Recall (%)

(a) Precision of Speech. The vertical dotted lines in red indicate the
maxima of the curves.
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(b) Recall of Speech.
Figure 8. Evaluation of different values for minimum LD. The maximum LD was fixed at 21 LU.
Validation observations (Val. obs.) and test obs. are the actual values obtained in experiments.
The val. and test curves were generated through quadratic curve fitting. The combined curve
aggregates the observations on val. and test set for quadratic curve fitting. ANOVA was performed
on the observations and the asterisks indicate the level of significance (*: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01,
***: p < 0.001, ****: p < 0.0001).

Figure 8b shows that recall continuously improves with a decrease in minimum LD.
This is because the machine learning model learns more examples where speech and
background music have a small LD. This also shows that the real-world radio examples
collected from BBC Radio Devon contain cases where speech and background music
have small LDs. However, as shown in Figure 8a, the precision of speech is affected in
these cases.
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The results in this subsection and Section 5.2.1 clearly demonstrate that there is a
trade-off between precision and recall when selecting a maximum and minimum LD.
A researcher may adjust these settings according to their objectives. Moreover, F-measure
assigns an equal weightage to precision and recall, which might not be desirable. For further
experiments in our study, we did not make any decisions based on the regression analysis
because it includes the test set. Instead, we chose values that obtained the highest mean for
F-measure on our validation set. The minimum and maximum LD were set to 4 and 33 LU
respectively.
6. Experiment III: Size of the Dataset
6.1. Experimental Set-Up
As we are artificially synthesising training data, we have the flexibility to create large
training sets. To develop an understanding of how the network’s performance improves
with the size of the training set, we evaluated the performance over 5120, 10,240, 20,480,
and 40,960 examples. To evaluate the significance level, a two-way ANOVA was performed
with dataset size and dataset type (validation and test) as factors. A posthoc Tukey test
was performed to make pairwise comparisons.
The number of unique speech and music files in the data repository are only 6885 and
6876 respectively. In order to manage redundant examples, we adopted a new training
strategy. For every training cycle, we randomly select 40 mini-batches and calculate the
error on the validation set. This way, we prevent the risk of overfitting within epochs. This
training strategy was adapted from the study by Schlüter et al. [43]. However, we used the
Adam optimiser with the same learning rate schedule explained in Section 4.2.
6.2. Results
Figure 9 plots the overall F-measure against different training set sizes. We did not
observe any patterns in precision and recall because in this section, the minimum and
maximum LD values were constant at 4 and 33 LU. As we increased the size of the training
set, we observed a slight increase in F-measure on the validation set. However, on the test
set, an increase was found from 5120 to 10,240 examples but not on subsequent intervals.
ANOVA showed that the dataset size had a significant effect on the F-measure (p < 0.05).
Posthoc tests showed that there were significant differences for two pairs—(5120 & 10,240)
and (5120 & 40,960). All the other pairs were statistically insignificant. Therefore, we
can conclude that the performance does not significantly improve beyond 10,240 training
examples. This might be due to our data repository comprising approximately 6800 unique
examples for each audio class.
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95.69 95.79
95.23 95.64

94
92
90
88

98
F-measure (%)

F-measure (%)

98
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96

96.41 96.64 96.44 96.52

94
92
90
88

5120 10,240 20,480 40,960
No. of examples

5120 10,240 20,480 40,960
No. of examples

Figure 9. The overall F-measure for different training set sizes. These results were calculated on the
validation set and test set. The bar chart shows the mean and standard deviation for five iterations of
data synthesis and training using different random seeds.
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For the next experiment in our paper, we used 40,960 training examples instead of
10,240 examples. This is because 40,960 examples obtained the highest F-measure on our
validation set and we did not make any decisions based on the test set.
7. Experiment IV: Comparison of Real-World and Artificial Data
7.1. Experimental Set-Up
To evaluate the effectiveness of our data synthesis algorithm, it is important for us
to compare the performance with real-world data. Therefore, we trained the model on
four different training sets as shown below. Each of them comprised of 40,960 8 s-long
audio examples.
1.
2.
3.
4.

SSE: Sound segment examples (SSE) consisted of audio directly sampled from the
data repository. This does not contain mixed audio.
SSE+RRE: This is the combination of SSE and Real-world radio examples (RRE). This
is the type of training set used by most audio segmentation studies.
ARE+RRE: In this set, we used a combination of Artificial Radio Examples (ARE),
which are synthesised using our data synthesis procedure and RRE.
ARE: Here, we used only ARE for training the model.

During training, to manage redundant examples, we adopted the same training
strategy as explained in Section 6.1. All the four models were tested on our in-house dataset
and the MIREX competition dataset. Similar to earlier experiments, we trained models for
five iterations of data synthesis using different random seeds. However, we created an
ensemble of the five models. A simple average [44,45] over the sigmoid outputs of the five
networks was calculated to obtain the final prediction. By creating an ensemble, we would
obtain a single number evaluation on our test set instead of means and standard deviations.
Therefore, we can compare our models with state-of-the-art algorithms submitted to the
MIREX competition, which adopt the same testing paradigm. Moreover, a group of
networks reduces generalisation error by combining predictions [44,45].
7.2. Results
The models were trained using four different training sets—SSE, SSE+RRE, ARE, and
ARE+RRE. Table 4 shows the evaluation on our in-house dataset. SSE and ARE comprise
examples from the same data repository. However, ARE increases the overall F-measure by
4.5%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the data synthesis algorithm.
SSE+RRE is the type of training set generally used by audio segmentation studies [7].
Interestingly, the overall F-measure of ARE also surpasses SSE+RRE. Considering the
fact that RRE belongs to the same data distribution as the test set, this is a significant
development.
ARE+RRE evidently outperforms the other models. It harnesses the advantage of
both synthetic radio examples and real-world data.
Table 4. This evaluation of precision, recall, and F-measure for speech and music was conducted
on our in-house test set. It compares our model trained on different training sets. The bold values
indicate the largest number in each column.
Training Set

Foverall

Fs

Ps

Rs

Fm

Pm

Rm

SSE
SSE+RRE
ARE
ARE+RRE

92.23
96.64
96.89
97.35

88.21
93.78
94.73
95.05

97.34
95.11
96.64
96.21

80.64
92.49
92.9
93.92

93.84
97.81
97.77
98.3

98.06
97.3
97.72
97.73

89.97
98.33
97.82
98.87

The upper half of Table 5 presents the results of our models on the MIREX competition
dataset. We observe similar trends as the results in Table 4—ARE outperforms SSE and
SSE+RRE. Interestingly, ARE has higher F-measure for music than ARE+RRE but obtains
lower speech F-measure. It is important to note that in this case, the training and test
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datasets were annotated by different research groups. Therefore, there would be disagreements in annotations for low volumes of background music. This trend was also observed
in the OpenBMAT dataset [10], which had low agreement percentages across annotators
for background music in very low volumes. The advantage of artificially synthesising data
is that it is independent of this human error in labelling. Contrarily, in speech annotations,
there are less scope disagreements. Therefore, ARE+RRE has higher Speech F-measure
than ARE.
Table 5. This evaluation was conducted on the MIREX competition dataset. The upper half compares
our model trained on different training sets. The bottom half shows the previously submitted
algorithms (Algo.) to the competition. The results were obtained from the MIREX website. Ref. [11]
was the earlier study that adopts our data synthesis procedure. ‘-’ indicates that Foverall was not
calculated for the submission. The bold values indicate the largest number in each column.
Training Set/Algo.

Foverall

Fs

Ps

Rs

Fm

Pm

Rm

SSE
SSE+RRE
ARE
ARE+RRE

79.61
86.57
88.52
89.09

81.79
88.15
90.73
92.16

89.16
92.48
91.96
92.64

75.54
84.2
89.53
91.69

76.27
84.3
85.51
85.01

86.62
85.33
79.55
77.22

68.12
83.3
92.43
94.55

[46]
[47]
[47]
[47]
[11]

89.53

77.18
91.15
90.9
90.86
92.21

96.83
87.95
89.45
83.83
89.71

64.15
94.6
92.41
99.17
94.85

49.36
38.99
54.78
31.24
85.76

62.4
80.72
85.7
98.73
79.37

40.82
25.7
40.26
18.56
93.27

The lower half in Table 5 shows the previously published results obtained from the
MIREX website. The music F-measure of all our models surpassed the performance of
earlier submissions. This can be attributed to the variety of datasets in our data repository.
The submissions by Marolt et al. [47] surpassed three of our models in speech F-measure.
However, ARE+RRE obtained a higher speech F-measure.
The ARE model in Table 5 obtained slightly poorer results than the one presented
in our previous study [11]. This is because we used a different neural network. In the
current paper, hyperparameter tuning was performed on ARE+RRE by using Hyperband.
However, in the previous study [11], we manually optimised the network for only ARE.
Additionally, we had included dropout for regularisation and used BN instead of LN.
8. Conclusions
In this study, we evaluated the challenges involved in synthesising data that resembles
radio broadcast. We surveyed the literature to understand the various mixing principles adopted by broadcasting stations. We incorporated fade curves to smoothly render
transitions and audio ducking to facilitate the intelligibility of speech.
We evaluated state-of-the-art neural network architectures for the task of audio segmentation and observed that CRNN outperformed other models. This paper also investigated the impact of LD between speech and background music while training neural
networks. There was a trade-off between precision and recall when selecting maximum
and minimum LDs. Moreover, if the LD was less than 10 LU, the precision of the network
gets affected. This choice of minimum LD for the machine learning model was similar
to that of human listeners in the literature [13]. This paper also recommended that the
LD between speech and background music should not be greater than 40 LU because
the music becomes too quiet to be detected. This emphasises that the task of background
music-detection needs to be defined in greater detail by using threshold-related variables.
The results demonstrated that our data synthesis procedure is a highly effective
technique to create large-scale training sets. We compared the effectiveness of real-world
and synthetic training sets. Interestingly, artificial data surpasses the performance of real-
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world data in some scenarios. It generalises better to other data distributions because it
does not depend on human annotations.
As this paper has significantly reduced the time and resources required to label
datasets, it opens up many possibilities for future work. Audio features like Mel spectrograms and MFCCs discard the phase of the audio and only consider its magnitude.
This might hinder the algorithm’s ability to capture audio transitions. End-to-end deep
learning, as suggested by some researchers [7,48], seems like a promising approach to audio
segmentation. The results in Section 6.2 showed that the performance did not significantly
improve beyond 10,240 examples. This suggests that other methods such as Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [49,50] might improve the quality of synthetic training sets.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
Algo.
ANOVA
ARE
B-GRU
B-LSTM
BN
CNN
CRNN
FFT
LD
LN
LU
MIREX
MFCC
ncTCN
Obs.
OpenBMAT
RRE
SSE
TCN
Val.

Algorithm
Analysis of variance
Artificial Radio Examples
Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit
Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory
Batch Normalization
Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network
Fast Fourier Transform
Loudness Difference
Layer Normalization
Loudness Units
Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
Noncausal Temporal Convolutional Neural Network
Observations
Open Broadcast Media Audio from TV
Real-world Radio Examples
Sound Segment Examples
Temporal Convolutional Neural Network
Validation
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